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The study of dc and microwave ~140 GHz! electrical conductivities using multifrequency electron-spin
resonance in undoped and HCl-doped polyaniline is reported. The accidental quasi-three-dimensional ~3D!
charge hopping between the pinned and mobile small polarons dominates the bulk conductivity of the emeraldine base form of polyaniline. The increase in mobility and the number of excitations upon light doping of
the polymer leads to the isoenergetic interpolaron charge hopping between the polaron and bipolaron states. 1D
variable-range hopping of a charge between conducting islands, which correlates with a superslow torsional
dynamics of the polymer chains, dominates bulk conductivity of heavily doped polyaniline at low temperatures. Intrinsic microconductivity is determined by the interaction of the charge with the lattice phonons at high
temperatures. Following Epstein and MacDiarmid we propose that emeraldine salt of polyaniline represents a
1D disordered conducting compound consisting of metal-like islands of well coupled chains with 3D delocalized charge carriers. @S0163-1829~97!00524-9#

I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic and magnetic properties of disordered
quasi-one-dimensional ~1D! semiconductors have been extensively investigated over the past decades.1–5 The organic
conducting polymers, the electrical conductivity of which
can be varied up to the metallic state by doping in the range
of more then ten orders of magnitude, is the most interesting
class of 1D materials.2 In contrast to usual semiconductors, a
charge is transferred by the nonlinear topological excitations
formed in the chains as a result of Peierls instability,3
namely, solitons in trans-polyacetylene ~trans-PA! and polarons or bipolarons in poly(p-phenylene! ~PPP! and other
PPP-like polymer semiconductors.4 The specific nature of
such carriers is the reason for unusual charge transport behavior of these organic conducting polymers.
Polyacetylene, the simplest conducting polymer, was
studied thoroughly.5–7 To explain the experimental results on
the temperature, pressure, and frequency dependencies of
electrical conductivity of the lightly doped trans-PA, Kivelson proposed a model,8 which assumes interchain transport
as charge hopping between neutral and charged soliton states
at isoenergetic levels. This model was then successfully used
by Epstein6 for the interpretation of charge transfer in lightly
doped trans-PA samples. As the doping level increases,
isoenergetic charge hopping is replaced by tunneling or hopping between neighboring highly conducting islands9 in the
framework of the Sheng’s10 and Mott’s variable-range
hopping11 ~VRH! models. The highest room-temperature
~RT! conductivity of 10 5 S/cm was achieved for iodine
doped and stretch-oriented trans-PA.12 However, this value
is by one to two orders of magnitude lower than that predicted by Kivelson and Heeger for a metal-like clusters in the
polymer.13
The electrical and magnetic properties of doped PPP-like
polymers are generally similar to those of trans-PA.2,14,15 In
0163-1829/97/55~24!/16233~12!/$10.00
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contrast with PA, these polymers do not possess a degenerate
ground state16 and, therefore, they are not expected to accommodate single solitons. However, Brédas et al.17 have
shown that soliton-antisoliton pairs in the form of polarons
and bipolarons could be stabilized in doped PPP. Moreover,
Kivelson proposed18 that the isoenergetic charge transfer
might be important not only for it trans-PA, but also for
another conducting polymers possessing solitonlike excitations. Indeed, Kuivalainen et al.19 have shown that the above
mechanism plays an important role in both dc and microwave ~25 GHz! conductivities of lightly doped PPP. As in
the case of trans-PA, the VRH was shown experimentally
~see, e.g., Refs. 19–22! to be mainly applied also for an
interpretation of the conducting properties of different medially and highly doped PPP-like polymers.
In contrast with trans-PA and PPP-like conducting polymers, the chains of polyaniline ~PANI! contain nitrogen heteroatoms involved in a conjugation.15 Moreover, benzene
rings of PANI can rotate or flip, modulating strong electronphonon interactions.23 This results in somewhat of a difference in magnetic and charge-transport properties of PANI
compared with other conducting polymers. An analysis of
experimental data on the temperature dependencies of dc
conductivity, thermoelectric power, and Pauli-like susceptibility allowed MacDiarmid, Epstein et al.24 to show that the
emeraldine base form of PANI ~PANI-EB! is a completely
amorphous insulator in which 3D granular metal-like clusters
are formed in the course of its transformation into the emeraldine salt form of the polymer ~PANI-ES!. A more detailed
study of the complex microwave dielectric constant, EPR
linewidth, and electric field dependence of conductivity of
PANI-ES Refs. 20, 22, and 25 allowed them to conclude that
both chaotic and oriented PANI-ES consist of some parallel
chains strongly coupled into ‘‘metallic bundles’’ between
which 1D VRH charge transfer occurs and in which 3D electron delocalization takes place. The intrinsic conductivity of
16 233
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FIG. 1. Schematic structure of ~a! the emeraldine base form of
polyaniline ~PANI-EB!, and ~b! the fully doped emeraldine salt
form of polyaniline in the polaron lattice state ~PAN-ES!.

these clusters was evaluated using Drude model as
s ac.107 S/cm,26 which was very close to the value expected
by Kivelson and Heeger for the metal-like clusters in highly
doped Naarmann trans-PA.13 However, ac conductivity of
the sample does not exceeds .700 S/cm at 6.5 GHz.26
The macroscopic conductivity of the polymers often may
reflect a superposition of several charge-transport processes.
Therefore, intrinsic charge transfer along a chain is the most
difficult to examine by the usual experimental methods as it
can be masked by interchain, interglobular, and other processes. Inhomogeneities in structure and doping can also
contribute to this complexity. As nonlinear excitations possess an unpaired electron with spin S51/2, the magnetic
resonance methods, EPR and NMR, allow us to study spin
carrier motions on the scale of even of a few polymer units.
One of the advantages of the methods is the possibility to
determine the coefficient of spin diffusion along (D 1D) and
between (D 3D) polymer chains and thus the anisotropy
A5D 1D /D 3D of such a motion, even for a polymer with
chaotically oriented chains.
NMR and EPR study of PANI were performed by Mizoguchi et al.27,28 They found from the proton and electron
relaxation data that D 1D value is 1012 –1014 rad/sec and
weekly depends on the polymer doping. D 3D value of
PANI-ES was shown to depend on the doping and correlate
with corresponding dc and intrinsic conductivities. This fact
was attributed to the existence of the conducting clusters as a
solitary single polymer chains even in heavily doped PANI.
This supposition corresponds to the data,29 but contradicts
with the concept of metal-like islands diluted in an amorphous phase of the polymer.20 Therefore, the discrepancy
exists in interpretation of different experimental data concerning electronic processes in PANI.
We have shown earlier7,30 that the increase of the operation EPR frequency up to 140 GHz (D band! allows us to
obtain more important information about conducting polymers. In this paper we present the first detailed results on the
charge transport and magnetic studies of the PANI-EB and
HCl-doped PANI-ES that seems to avoid the above mentioned discrepancy in the study of electronic processes in
PANI. We studied temperature dependencies of dc and intrinsic microwave ~140 GHz! conductivities, temperature dependencies of the spin relaxation times, and mobilities of the
pinned and mobile polarons. Furthermore, we tested the applicability of the isoenergetic and VRH approaches for the
charge transport in PANI. Finally, the correlation of the macromolecular dynamics registered by using the saturation
transfer method and charge transfer process is analyzed. We

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the dc conductivity of VI
~1!, V ~2!, IV ~3!, III ~4!, II ~5! HCl-doped, and I ~6! PANI powders
registered by four- ~1-3! and two-probe ~4-6! techniques. The
samples were pumped for ten hours before the experiment.

show the existence in PANI of polarons with different relaxation and mobility. The charge in undoped PANI is transferred mainly by small mobile polarons. The conductivity of
lightly doped PANI is determined by the isoenergetic charge
hopping between the polaron-bipolaron pairs. This transport
mechanism is replaced in heavily doped PANI-ES by the 1D
variable-range hopping of the charges between the metal-like
clusters and their 3D VRH transfer in the clusters. Some
results on undoped and sulfuric-acid31 and HCl32 doped
PANI have been briefly reported previously.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS
A. Preparation of the samples

PANI-EB @Fig. 1~a!# was synthesized by the chemical
oxidative polymerization of 1 M aqueous solution of polyaniline sulfate in the presence of a 1.2 M ammonium persulfate at 278 K.33 In order to transform the PANI-EB form
~sample I! to PANI-ES with a different doping level y equal
to the number of the dopant molecules per polymer unit @Fig.
1~b!# the equal parts of the resulting sample were doped by
equalibrating with a HCl solution of appropriate pH values
for two days and subsequently dried for one day in vacuum.
The doping levels (y 5@Cl#/@N#5 .0.01, .0.03, 0.22, 0.41,
and 0.50 for the samples II-VI, respectively! were determined using the elemental analysis data.
B. dc conductivity

The dc conductivity of the pressed pellet as-prepared
samples were measured at a 77–340 K temperature region
using two- and four-points methods for high- and lowresistive materials, respectively. The macroconductivities
s dc of I-VI PANI samples are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function
of temperature.
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C. Electron paramagnetic resonance

EPR measurements were performed using D-band ~140
GHz! EPR5-01 ~Ref. 34! and X-band ~9.8 GHz! PS-100X
EPR spectrometers with a 100 kHz magnetic field modulation for a phase-lock detection. Total spin concentration in
the samples was determined using an evacuated 1023 M
toluene solution of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloxyl nitroxide radical as a standard by double integration of their
X-band EPR spectra. Mn 21 impurity in MgO powder with
g eff52.001 02 and a587.4 G magnetic constants was used at
the D band as a lateral standard for the determination of the
g factor and the calibration of a magnetic field sweep scale.
D-band EPR spectra were recorded for both imaginary and
real terms of the total paramagnetic susceptibility x in the
90–330 K temperature range. The error of the determination
of peak-to-peak linewidth, DB pp and g-factor values was
6231022 G and 6231024 at the X band, and
6531022 G and 6331025 at the D-band EPR, respectively. The relaxation parameters of the paramagnetic centers
in the PANI samples were measured using the steady-state
saturation method described in detail earlier.7,30
Paramagnetic centers ~PC’s! in PANI at the X-band demonstrate a Lorentzian single symmetrical spectra the DB pp
value of which depends on both the doping level and temperature @Fig. 3~a!#. The linewidth of PC in undoped and
lightly doped PANI is practically temperature independent at
this wave band @Fig. 3~a!#, whereas this value of IV-VI PANI
samples demonstrates bell-type temperature dependence with
some critical temperature T c . 200 K. Such an extremality
becomes more evident at the growth of y, especially for the
heavily doped PANI-ES. The DB pp value was observed to
increase approximately linearly with temperature at T>T c
and to decrease at lower temperatures.
In addition to the unresolved averaged hyperfine structure,
the EPR spectrum of PANI indicates also a hyperfine interaction of a small part of the spins with both hydrogen and
nitrogen nuclei. As an example, the central regions of the
second derivatives of the X-band absorption signals of IV
and VI PANI-ES samples are presented on Fig. 4. In the first
sample an unpaired electron interacts with four nearly
equivalent neighboring hydrogen atoms of the lateral benzoid circles possessing nuclear spin I51/2 and with the central nitrogen nucleus with I51 resulting for the appearance
of the equidistant well resolved lines with the relative intensities of 1:5:11:14:11:5:1 @Fig. 4~b!#. In addition to these
nuclei, an unpaired electron in sample VI interacts also with
the fifth nonequivalent hydrogen nucleus located at N atom.
This leads to the appearance of an additional splitting in the
spectrum @Fig. 4~a!#. The measured constants of hyperfine
interaction of an unpaired electron with H and N atoms and
calculated spin densities on their nuclei are summarized in
Table I.
The typical D-band absorption and dispersion EPR spectra of PC in PANI-EB and PANI-ES samples are shown in
Fig. 5. At this waveband the PANI EPR spectra became
Gaussian with a higher linewidth compared with the
X-band spectra as it occurs in the case of other conducting
polymers.7,30 In the dispersion spectra of undoped and lightly
doped PANI the bell-like components are registered. The
appearance of such a components is attributed to the effect of

FIG. 3. The plots of the peak-to-peak linewidth of the X-band
~a! and D-band ~b! EPR in-phase absorption spectrum of paramagnetic centers in I ~1!, II ~2!, III ~3!, IV ~4!, V ~5!, and VI ~6! PANI
samples versus temperature.

adiabatically fast passage of the separated and saturated spin
packets by a modulating magnetic field discussed below.
The plots of DB pp versus temperature and doping level
for PANI samples are shown in Fig. 3~b!. As in the case of
X band, DB pp depends on both temperature and conductivity
of the sample, however, with a higher susceptibility to both
parameters.
III. DISCUSSION
A. Electron paramagnetic resonance results

The computer simulation showed that D-band EPR spectra of the undoped and lightly doped polymers presented in
Fig. 5~a! consist of two spectra attributed to PC R 1 and R 2
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FIG. 4. The center section of the X-band in-phase second harmonic absorption spectra of VI (a) and V (b) HCl-doped PANI
powders registered at room temperature. The hyperfine structures,
constants of the hyperfine interaction of an unpaired electron with
H (a H ) and N (a N ) nucleus, and the position of g factor of free
electron (g e 52.002 32! are shown.

likely stabilized in PANI-EB and PANI-ES traces in the
former, respectively. Radical R 1 demonstrates the strongly
anisotropic spectrum with the canonic components
g xx 52.005 22, g y y 52.004 01, and g zz 52.002 28 of g tensor,
and hyperfine coupling constant A zz 522.7 G. Radicals R 2
are registered at g' 52.004 63 and g i 52.002 23. Assuming
A xx 5A y y 512.5 G for PC in the pernigraniline base35 and the
McConnell proportionality constant for the hyperfine interaction of the spin with a nitrogen nucleus Q N 523.7 G ~Ref.
36! the spin density on N nucleus r Np (0)5(A xx 1A y y
1A zz )/(3Q N )50.62 can be estimated. Using the above mentioned values of the g-tensor components, g e 52.002 32 for a
free electron and l N equal for 14N to 9.4 meV ~Ref. 37! the
energies of the lowest induced electron excitative transitions
have been calculated from the relation36
g xx,y y 2g e 5

g e r Np l N

TABLE I. The hyperfine interaction constant a i ~in Gauss! and
spin densities on H and N nuclear r i ~in 10 23 ) of the PANI
samples. Note that the r values were calculated using the McConnell relation a5Q r (0) and Q proportionality constant equal to
22.5 and 23.7 G ~Refs. 36 and 37 for H and N atoms, respectively.
The values calculated for the central H atom are marked by the *
symbol.

Value
aH
*
aH
aN
rH
r H*
rN

I

II

III

Samples
IV

4.1

3.1

2.8

1.4
182

1.0
138

59.1

42.2

FIG. 5. D-band in-phase absorption ~a,d!, in-phase dispersion
~b!, and p /2-out-of-phase dispersion (c) spectra of I ~a–c! and VI
~d! PANI samples registered at room temperature in an inert atmosphere. The simulated spectrum of the paramagnetic centers R 1 ~a!
and the spectra registered at 200 K ~c,d! are shown by dotted lines.
The components u x3 and u 3y of the p /2-out-of-phase dispersion spectrum ~c! and the components g i and g' of the paramagnetic centers
R 2 ~d! are shown as well.

to be DE 1 53.77 eV and DE 2 56.17 eV. The RT relative
concentration ratio of PC R 1 , n 1 /(n 1 1n 2 ) is equal approximately to 0.3 and decreases with the temperature and doping
level increase. Radical R 2 in the sample VI demonstrates the
axial-symmetric spectrum with g' 52.003 38 and
g i 52.003 61 @Fig. 5~d!#. It is necessary to note that the replacement of g' .g i inequality by an opposite one at the
PANI doping increase from y 50 up to y> 0.2 evidences for
the restructuring of the polymer lattice associated with the
percolation process. As the averaged g factor, ^ g & 1
5 31 (g xx 1g y y 1g zz ) of R 1 is approximately equal to that of
radical R 2 , ^ g & 2 5 31 (2g' 1g i ), one can conclude that radical
R 1 is polaron pinned on the polymer chain, whereas R 2 is the
same nonlinear excitation moving along the chain with the
minimum rate38

~1!

DE i j

V

VI

0.24

0.14

0.92
124

0.076
107

0.046
6.22

38.8

3.21

1.94

0.053
0.0095
0.018
2.36
0.422
0.760
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n 01D>

~ g xx 2ge ! m B B 0
,
h

~2!

where m B is the Bohr magneton, B 0 is the strength of the
external magnetic field, and h is the Planck constant. So then
n 01D>5.53107 sec 21 was obtained for the heavily doped
PANI-ES sample. The linewidth of the perpendicular component of RT both X- and D band spectra for radical R 2
changes with y. This fact can be associated not only with the
increase in the charge carriers mobility but also with the
decrease of a spin density on the nitrogen atom and with the
change of the polymer chains conformation. The transfer integral I C2N between nitrogen p z and carbon p z orbits at the
para-position of benzene rings of PANI has an I C2N }cosu
dependency from ring-N-ring dihedral angle u , typical for
other hydrocarbons.39 Taking u 556° for PANI-EB,40 the effective u and r Np ~0! values were calculated from Eq. ~1! to be
33° and 0.42, respectively. Such an angle u decrease leads to
the increase in the spin density on benzene rings due to the
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the effective spin-lattice
T 1 ~open points! and spin-spin T 2 ~shaded points! relaxation times
of the paramagnetic centers in the initial I ~1! and in the II ~2! and
III ~3! HCl-doped PANI samples.

increase of I C2N integral. Therefore, the above mentioned
change in magnetic parameters can signify the higher spin
delocalization along the polymer chains and a higher conductivity of PANI-ES due to a more planar conformation of
its chains.
The increase in the operating magnetic field strength
should lead to the drastic decrease of exchange interaction
between neighboring paramagnetic centers.41 Therefore, the
transition from the X-band to D-band should lead to the saturation of individual spin packets42,43 at sufficiently low radiofrequency power. This effect was observed in our case
@Figs. 5~b,c!# and does not register earlier in a study of different conducting polymers at lower magnetic fields. In general, the equation for the first derivative of dispersion signal
U can be written as43
U 8 5u 1 ~ v m t ! 1u 2 sin~ v m t2 p ! 1u 3 sin~ v m t2 p /2! , ~3!
where v m is the angular frequency of modulation magnetic
field. v m T 1 .1 inequality is realized for the initial and lowdoped PANI samples, therefore their dispersion spectra registered at an adiabatic fast passage of the saturated spin packets are determined mainly by the two last terms of Eq. ~3!
@Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!, respectively#. Figure 6 presents the temperature dependencies of the effective spin-lattice T 1 and
spin-spin T 2 relaxation times of these samples determined
separately from the analysis of u 2 and u 3 components’ intensities of their dispersion spectra according to the method described earlier.7,30 These dependencies show that the relaxation times are drawn together as the sample doping level
increase indicating the intensification of an interchain coupling during this process.
Both the intensity and the shape of the dispersion signal
U depend not only on a spin exchange and on an electron
relaxation but also on a comparatively slow macromolecular
reorientation in the samples. In the framework of the satura-
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the ratio u x3 /u 3y given from
the p /2-out-of-phase dispersion spectrum presented in Fig. 5~c!
~points!. The logarithmic dependence of this ratio on the correlation
time t xc 55.431028 (u x3 /u 3y ) 24.8 sec of X-anisotropic polymer chain
librations is shown by a solid line.

tion transfer ~ST-EPR! method44 the correlation time of the
latter process, t c varies from approximately 1027 sec up to a
maximum value

t max
c 5

2

sin2 Qcos2 Q ~ B'2 2B 2i ! 2

3 p 2 T 1 g 2e B 41

B'2 sin2 Q1B 2i cos2 Q

,

~4!

where g e is the hyromagnetic ratio for electron, B 1 is the
amplitude of magnetic component of a polarizing radiofrequency field, Q is the angle between the directions of an
external magnetic field B 0 and a molecular x axis of a radical, and B' and B i are the low- and high-field spectral component arrangements along the scanning field, respectively.
Earlier we have shown30 that the correlation time of the
spin and therefore the chain reorientations near the polymer
x axis can be calculated in the framework of the ST-EPR
method analyzing the shape of p /2-out-of-phase dispersion
signal, i.e., the u x3 /u 3y ratio @Fig. 5~c!# from the equation

t xc 5 t 0

SD
u x3

u 3y

2m

.

~5!

Figure 7 presents the Arrhenius dependence of the correlation time t xc 53.531025 exp~0.015 eV/(k B T), sec of macromolecular librations in the initial PANI samples, determined
from its ST-EPR spectra by using Eq. ~5! with
t 0 55.431028 sec and m54.8. Similar dependencies were
also obtained for II and III samples. t max
c , calculated using
Eq. ~4! with Q545°, B 1 50.1 G,34 g xx and g zz values measured for R 1 center, is equal to 1.331024 sec and corresponds to u x3 /u 3y 50.22 @see Eq. ~5!# at 125 K.
In order to interpret electron spin relaxation in I-III PANI
samples we assumed that polarons diffuse along the polymer
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of in-chain diffusion D 1D
~open points! and interchain hopping D 3D ~shaded points! rates
of mobile paramagnetic centers in the initial I ~1! and in the II ~2!,
III ~3! HCl-doped powder PANI samples determined using Eqs.
~6!–~8!.

chains and hop between them, respectively, with the rate
8 and D 3D . The spectral density function of
constants of D 1D
this motion is30
J ~ v e ! 5n f ~ v e !

( ij ,

~6!

where n5n 1 1n 2 / A2 is the total concentration of the radicals R 1 and R 2 with, respectively, n 1 and n 2 spin concentrations per one monomer unit, the Furier fluctuation power
spectrum for 1D spin motion f ( v e ) is equal to45
8 v e ) 21/2 at D 1D. v e .D 3D and to (2D 1D
8 D 3D) 21/2 at
(2D 1D
22
8 54D 1DN p , N p is the length of a spin delocalv e →0, D 1D
ization on the polaron repeating units, v e is the angular frequency of the spin precession, and ( i j is the powder averaged lattice sum. Note, that the analogous power spectrum
was used also by Mizoguchi et al.27 in the investigation of
spin dynamics in PANI samples. The electron-spin relaxation is determined mainly by a dipole-dipole interaction between radicals of different mobility possessing spin S51/2,
therefore, we can write for the spin relaxation rates37,46
2
T 21
1 5 ^ v & @ 2 f ~ v e ! 18 f ~ 2 v e !# ,

~7!

2
T 21
2 5 ^ v & @ 3 f ~ 0 ! 15 f ~ v e ! 12 f ~ 2 v e !# ,

~8!

where ^ v 2 & 50.1g 4e \ 2 S(S11)n ( i j is the averaged sum of
the spin dipolar interaction for powder.
Figure 8 shows the temperature dependencies of D 1D and
D 3D calculated at averaged47 N p .5 from Eqs. ~7! and ~8!
using the data for the samples I-III presented in Fig. 6. These
constants were obtained to be D 1D.1011 rad/sec and
D 3D.108 rad/sec at room temperature. The first value is
lower by approximately two orders of magnitude than that
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FIG. 9. Temperature dependencies of the ac ~1! conductivity of
I PANI-EB sample determined using Eq. ~9! and data presented in
Fig. 8, and dc ~2! one. ac conductivities calculated from Eq. ~10!
with s 0 51.331028 S/~cm eV!, h n ph50.017 eV, and E H 50.073
eV ~dashed line! and Eq. ~11! with s 0 514.5 S eV/cm, E H 50.073
eV and E a 50.40 eV ~solid line! are shown as well.

earlier reported for y<0.05 PANI sample27 but considerably
higher than n 01D calculated above.
B. Conductivity and charge transport in undoped PANI

Instead of the dependence s dc(T)}T 13.5 typical for
trans-PA,6 PANI-EB demonstrates some stronger temperature dependence, s dc(T)}T 22 at high temperatures ~Fig. 2!.
The slope of this dependence is approximately the same
evaluated from the high-temperature data for PANI-EB reported earlier by Zuo et al.48 and seems to be too strong to
describe the charge transfer in this sample as isoenergetic
interpolaron hopping.8 Attempts to analyze quantitatively
conductivity data of the low-conductive PANI samples in the
framework of Mott’s VRH conventional model11 for disordered semiconductors always resulted in quite unreasonable
values for Mott’s parameters, in contrast to the heavily
doped case.49 So another conduction mechanism should be
motivated.
The interchain ac conductivity of the initial PANI-EB
sample can be calculated from the data presented in Fig. 8 by
using the following well known equation:

s ac~ T ! 5

Ne 2 D 3Db 2
,
k BT

~9!

where N is the volume concentration of the mobile spin excitations and b is the interchain distance in the sample. Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of s ac calculated
from Eq. ~9! with N59.531017 cm 23 and b54.39 A31 compared with the experimental s dc(T)51.4310264T 22 one of
the sample. These dependencies are quite similar at least at
the T>T c .200 K temperature region. It is evident that there
are two temperature regions divided by the critical tempera-
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ture T c 5h n ph /k B ~here n ph is the 2k F optical phonon frequency! with different slopes of the functions s ac(T). Such a
behavior can be explained by a pure distance dependent
charge carriers hopping at temperatures T<T c and by both
their energy and distance dependent hopping at T>T c in the
framework of the model of ‘‘small polaron’’ tunneling.50 For
ac conductivity this model yields

F

s ac~ T ! 5 s 0 k B T1

S

4E H
k B T 2 n ph
ln 12
ln
ln~ 2 n ph / n e !
EH
ne

DG

~10!

at T<T c and

s ac~ T ! 5

S

s0
E a 1E H
exp 2
k BT
k BT

D

~11!

at T>T c , where E H and E a are the hopping and activation
energies. The temperature dependencies of s ac calculated using Eq. ~10! with s 0 51.331028 S/~cm eV!, h n ph50.017
eV, E H 50.073 eV, and Eq. ~11! with s 0 514.5 S eV/cm,
E H 50.073 eV, and E a 50.40 eV are traced in Fig. 9. The
figure evidences for well experimental and theoretical data
correlation, therefore one can conclude that the charges are
transferred in the sample mainly by mobile small polarons.
Note, that a similar s ac(T) functions were obtained earlier
for undoped PANI ~Ref. 48! at comparatively low registration frequencies and for lightly doped poly~tetrathiafulvalenes!30,50 at different operating frequencies. To confirm the above supposition the electric field dependence of
the sample dc conductivity would be additionally analyzed.
C. Conductivity and charge transfer mechanism
in lightly doped PANI

In order to explain experimental data on conductivity of
lightly doped PANI samples, the model of isoenergetic
phonon-assisted charge hopping between soliton bound
states proposed by Kivelson for charge transfer in trans-PA
~Ref. 8! may be used. Later he pointed out18 that such a
process might also be relevant in the other 1D semiconductors in which the charge is transferred by solitonlike excitations or even in cis-PA with lightly nondegenerate ground
states. In this case the charge hopping would occur between
bound soliton-antisoliton pairs such as polaron-bipolaron
ones.
It is well known that the behavior of s dc(T) dependence
of PA results from the coupling of solitons to the optical
phonons which modulate the system dimerization. Since the
quinoid-benzoid transition in organic conducting polymers is
also strongly modulated by the optical phonons, the temperature dependence of charge transfer between the polarons in
PANI is expected to be similar to that calculated for
trans-PA,8 s dc(T)}T n , where n is a constant equal approximately to 10. As in the case of intersoliton hopping process,
the activation energy for interpolaron charge transfer is small
enough due to a permanent number of polarons and bipolarons in the system. In contrast to the charge carriers in
trans-PA, however, both polarons and bipolarons are
charged, so then one can write Kivelson’s equations for dc
and ac electrical conductivities as19

s dc~ T ! 5
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S

D

k 1 e 2 g ~ T ! j ^ yi &
2k 2 R 0
exp 2
,
k B TR 0
j

s ac~ T ! 5 s dc~ T ! 1

e 2 N 2i j 3i j'2 ^ y & n e
k 3k BT

F

~12!

G

2ne 4
ln
, ~13!
g~ T !^ y &

where k 1 50.45, k 2 51.39, and k 3 5384 are constants,
g (T)5 g 0 (T/300 K) n11 is the transition rate of a charge
between polaron and bipolaron states, ^ y & 5y p y bp(y p
1y bp) 22 , y p and y bp are the concentrations of polarons and
bipolarons, respectively, j 5( j i j'2 ) 1/3, j i , and j' are, respectively, the average, parallel and perpendicular decay
lengths of a polaron or bipolaron wave function, and
R 0 5(4 p N i /3) 21/3 is the typical separation between charged
impurities, dopants whose concentration is N i .
If the conductivity is dominated by interpolaron hopping,
s dc(T) should follow s dc(T)}T n power law, according to
Eq. ~12!. Such a behavior is really observed for the lightly
doped PANI samples ~Fig. 2!. Therefore, one may state that
s dc(T) obtained for these samples better follows the T n law
predicted by Eq. ~12! than Mott’s T 21/2 one.
The concentration of mobile spins in II PANI sample is
y p 51.231024 per two benzoid rings. Therefore, taking into
account that each bipolaron possesses dual charge,
y bp52.331023 and ^ y & 54.631022 can be obtained. The
concentration of impurity is N i 52.031019 cm 23 , so then
R 0 522.8 A is obtained for this polymer as well. The prefactor g 0 in Eq. ~12! is evaluated from the s dc(T) dependence
to be 3.531019 sec 21 . Assuming spin delocalization over
five polaron sites47 along the polymer chain with a lattice
constant c i 59.50 A,25 j i 511.9 A is obtained as well. The
decay length of a carrier wave function perpendicular to the
chain can be determined from the relation8

j' 5

b
ln~ D 0 /t' !

~14!

where 2D 0 is the band gap and t' is the hopping matrix
element estimated as51
t'2 5

\ 4 v 3phD 3D
2pEp

exp

S D

2E p
,
\ v ph

~15!

where E p is the polaron formation energy and n ph is the
phonon frequency. Using 2D 0 53.8 eV,52 typical for
p -conjugated polymers E p .0.1 eV,51 D 3D53.63108
rad/sec determined from experiment, n ph54.231012 sec 21
obtained below, t' 57.131023 eV, j' 50.79 A, and j 52.0
A are obtained for II PANI sample. The similar procedure
gives ^ y & 57.931022 , g 0 52.131017 sec 21 , j' 50.87 A,
and j 52.1 A for the III PANI sample with y p 51.131023
and y bp51.231022 .
The conductivities of II and III PANI samples were calculated from Eq. ~12! to be s dc(T)52.3310244T 15.2 and
s dc(T)51.2310234T 12.1, respectively. Figure 10 shows
these dependencies in comparison with an experimentally
determined functions. s ac(T) calculated using Eq. ~9! with
N5N i and data presented in Fig. 8 and those calculated using Eq. ~13! with n515.2 and n512.1 respectively, for II
and III samples are shown in this figure as well. As it can be
seen from Fig. 10~a! there is insufficient coincidence of the
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FIG. 11. The dependence of the s dcT product versus T 21/2 for
VI ~1!, V ~2!, and IV ~3! HCl-doped PANI-ES samples.

mobility of small polarons. This process is replaced by an
isoenergetic charge hopping between the polaron sites at an
optimum polymer doping. At lower oxidation of the sample
charge transfer is probably realized in the framework of both
superposing mechanisms.
D. Conductivity and charge-transport mechanism
in heavily doped PANI

FIG. 10. Temperature dependencies of ac ~1! and dc ~2! conductivities of II ~a! and III ~b! HCl-doped powder PANI-ES samples
determined using Eq. ~9! and the data presented in Fig. 8. The solid
lines show ac and dc conductivities calculated using Eqs. ~12! and
~13! with n515.2, ^ y & 50.046, j' 50.79 A, g 0 53.531019 sec 21
~a! n512.1, ^ y & 50.081, j' 50.87 A, g 0 52.131017 sec 21 ~b!,
j i 511.9 A, and n e 5140 GHz.

theory and experiment in case of II PANI sample. Moreover,
the prefactor g 0 determined for this polymer is higher by
approximately two order of magnitude compared with
g 0 51.231017 sec 21 estimated by Kivelson for trans-PA. 8
The better fitting of an experimental data to the Kivelson’s
theory is realized in the case of III PANI sample @Fig. 10~b!#
for which the value of prefactor g 0 is approximately the
same as that for trans-PA. It can be explained by the increase
of number and mobility of the mobile charge carriers in
higher doped polymer that leads to the increase of a probability of charge hopping between the chains. Therefore,
charge transport in an initial polymer is determined by the

Studying dc conductivity and thermoelectric power Wang
et al.20,22 have found that the charge-transport mechanism in
PANI-ES samples of different doping levels seems to be 1D
variable-range hopping at low temperatures. They have assumed that crystalline fraction of the samples consists of
‘‘bundles’’ of well-coupled chains with 3D extended electron states. Since such domains may be considered as a
large-scale clusters of chains, 1D charge transfer between
them seems to dominate in the macroscopic conductivity of
the polymer. A similar charge transport is probably realized
in the heavily doped PANI-ES samples under study.
Figure 11 shows that dc conductivity of IV-VI PANI-ES
samples follows well Mott’s T 21/2 law for 1D VRH charge
transport,11,53

s dc~ T ! 5k 1 n 0 e 2

FS DG

n~ «F!T0
T0
exp 2
L
T
T
^ &

1/2

,

~16!

where k 1 51.8 is a constant, n 0 is a jump rate prefactor,
n(« F ) is the density of states at the Fermi level « F ,
T 0 516/@ k B n(« F ) ^ L & 3 # is the percolation constant or effective energy separation between localized states depending on the degree of disorder in amorphous regions,
^ L & 5(L i L'2 ) 1/3, L i , and L' are the averaged length of
charge wave function localization and its projections in parallel and perpendicular directions, respectively. T 0 values
evaluated from the slopes of the s dc(T) dependencies ~Fig.
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TABLE II. The percolation constant T 0 ~in 10 3 K!, spin concentration N ~in 10 19 spin/cm 3 ), the density of states n(« F ) at the
Fermi level « F ~in eV 21 mole21 ), the averaged ^ L & , parallel L i ,
and perpendicular L' lengths ~in A! of charge wave function localization in the PANI samples.

Value
T0
N
n(« F )
^L&
Li
L'

I

II

0.20

0.37

Samples
III
IV
2.1

10.2
18
0.6
20.2
71
11

V

VI

3.76
76
1.7
19.1
69
10

1.65
153
3.8
19.2
70
10

11! and the averaged localization lengths ^ L & of a charge in
the samples determined from n(« F ) are presented in Table
II. Using the method proposed by Wang et al.,22 L i and L'
components of ^ L & value are obtained as well ~Table II!.
Prefactor n 0 is calculated using Eq. ~16! to vary in
(3.424.8)31012 sec 21 region that is near to
n 0 51.631013 sec 21 evaluated from the data obtained by
Wang et al.20 for PANI-ES. So then the phonon frequency
can be obtained from the equation n ph5kT c /h54.231012
sec 21 to fall into the region for n 0 determined above.
As dipole interaction between the spin packets strongly
increases at polymer doping due to formation of the metallike clusters, therefore an effective relaxation time of PC
becomes considerably smaller then v 21
m , so that the sensitivity of the saturation methods to a spin relaxation and dynamics decreases. In this case the charge mobility in highconductive PANI-ES can be evaluated from the analysis of
the polymer absorption line containing a Dyson54 contribution. As one can see from Fig. 5~d!, the asymmetry of an
absorption line of the heavily doped PANI-ES sample is
changed with temperature demonstrating the Dyson behavior. This fact indicates the decrease of a thickness of skinlayer d on the polymer surface due to the growth of the
clusters’ intrinsic conductivity as it occurs in some inorganic
substances55 and organic single crystalline56 and
polymeric30,57,58 conductors.
Figure 12 represents s ac(T) dependencies of the metallike clusters in some PANI-ES samples determined according to the method proposed by Wilamowski et al.55 for
amorphous semiconductors of lower dimensionality from the
well known equation

d5

c

A2 pv e s ac

.

~17!

The figure exhibits a maximum of s ac51.23104 S/cm lying
near the critical temperature T c .200 K determined above
for the samples of lower doping levels. Maximum s ac is
higher by approximately two orders of magnitude then that
determined by Joo et al.26 at 6.5 GHz for PANI-ES doped by
camphor sulfonic acid up to y 50.50. This evidences additionally for 1D electron localization ~semiconductive behavior! at T<T c and its 3D delocalization ~metallic behavior! in
the clusters at higher temperatures. It is important to note

FIG. 12. Temperature dependencies of the intrinsic conductivity
s ac of the VI ~1! and V ~2! HCl-doped powder PANI samples
determined from their EPR line asymmetry and Eq. ~17! ~points!,
and those calculated from Eq. ~18! with ^ L & 516.4 A ~dashed line!,
and from Eq. ~19! with c i 59.50 A, and a 54.1 eV/A. For the
comparison the temperature dependence of DB p p value for the VI
PANI-ES polymer given from Fig. 3~a! is also shown by blacked
out points.

that the temperature dependencies of thermoelectric power
S, s ac , and D 3D of some conducting polymers reported
earlier,20,28,59 T 2 , and D 3D for PANI-EB and DB p p (T), presented in Figs. 3 and 8, demonstrate a similar temperature
behavior at the same temperature region.
Figure 12 shows that at the low temperature region, when
T<T c , s ac(T) dependence follows to Mott’s VRH law11,53

F

G

v ph 4
2
s ac~ T ! 5 p 2 e 2 n 2 ~ « F ! ^ L & 5 kT n e ln
,
3
2 pn e

~18!

whereas at T>T c the conductivity is determined by phonon
scattering according to the undimerized SSH model proposed
for intrinsic conductivity in trans-PA and other conducting
polymers,13,60

s ac~ T ! 5

e 2 v phM t 20
2p\ ca
2

2 sinh

S D

\ v ph
,
kT

~19!

where M is the total mass of CH group, c is the elemental
cell constant, and a is the electron-phonon coupling constant. As it is seen from Fig. 12, Eqs. ~18! and ~19! well
approximate the s ac(T) dependence experimentally obtained
for VI PANI-ES at ^ L & 516.4 A, c59.50 A,25 and a 54.1
eV/A.13 Therefore, we can conclude that in PANI-ES charge
carriers variable-range hop at low temperatures and are scattered on lattice optical phonons when the phonon energy
becomes comparable with k B T>k B T c .
Aasmundtveit et al.61 have shown that X-band linewidth
and consequently the spin-spin relaxation rate of PC in PANI
depend directly on its dc conductivity. The comparison of
s ac(T) and DB pp (T) functions presented in Fig. 12 demonstrate the additivity of these values at least at the T>T c
region. Besides, Khazanovich62 have found that spin-spin re-
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laxation depends on the number of spins on each polymer
chain N s and on the number of neighboring chains N c with
which these spins interact as follows:
T 21
2 5

F S D

G

n0
4 ^ v 2&
21ln
118lnN c .
5 n 0N s
ne

~20!

Using T 2 51.731027 sec, ( i j 51.231045 cm 26 , and
n 0 54.231012 sec 21 determined from experiment, a simple
relation N c .55exp(N s ) of these values is obtained from Eq.
~20!. This means that at L i 570 A at least seven interacting
spins exist on each chain as a spin packet and interact with
N c .20 chains, i.e., spin and charge 3D hopping does not
exceed a distance of more than 3b,L' .
The spin motion and the intrinsic conductivity of the
sample depend also on the macromolecular dynamics, because the interaction of the spins and charge transfer integral
can be modulated by PANI lattice librations as it has happened in other organic crystalline semiconductors.63 One can
see from Figs. 7 and 12, that the s ac(T) dependence for the
clusters follows @ t xc (T) # 21 one for the polymer chain librations at least at T<T c . 64 This means that the lattice librations indeed modulate the interacting spin exchange and consequently the charge transfer integral. Assuming that polaron
is covered by both electron and excited phonon clouds, we
can propose that both spin relaxation and charge transfer
should be accompanied with the phonon dispersion. Such
cooperating charge-phonon processes seem to be more important for the doped polymers the high-coupled chains of
which constitute 3D metal-like clusters.
The velocity of the charge carriers at the Fermi level,
v F 52c i / @ p \n(« F ) # is equal to 2.53107 cm/sec for highly
doped PANI-ES, so that the rate of the interchain charge
hopping can be determined as D 3D5 v F /L' 52.431014
rad/sec, which gives @see Eq. ~9!# s ac51.33104 S/cm at
L' 510 A ~see Table II! and T c .200 K. The conductivity
obtained is close to the ac conductivity evaluated from EPR
spectra of the sample ~Fig. 12!. This fact confirms additionally the existence of metal-like clusters with three dimensionally delocalized electrons in PANI-ES. Therefore, we
can calculate the effective mass of charge carries from the
relation65 m * 5(3 p 2 N) 1/3\ v 21
F , equal approximately to two
free electron masses. The mean free path l i of the carriers is
calculated for this sample65 l i 5 s acm * v F /(Ne 2 ) to be as ap-
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proximately long as 80 A at T c . This value is somewhat
smaller than that estimated for oriented trans-PA,13 but however evidences for extended electron states in this polymer as
well.
Thus, the combination of EPR and transport studies confirm the model of 3D electron delocalization in the metal-like
clusters and makes it possible to establish the relations between structural and electronic properties of the clusters. In
spite of the PANI-EB chain conformation differing from that
of other polymers, PANI becomes more planar ~see Sec.
III A! and conductive during the doping and thus becomes
better comparable to other polymers.
IV. CONCLUSION

The data obtained by both high-frequency EPR and electron transport methods show that in undoped PANI the
charges are transferred mainly by small polarons, the hopping probability of which strongly depends on the lattice
phonon energy. In lightly doped PANI the distribution of site
energies is narrowed compared with k B T. This leads to a
domination of isoenergetic charge hopping in the polymer,
so that both s dc(T) and s ac(T) can be described by the
modified Kivelson’s model proposed for charge transfer between solitary chains in lightly doped conducting polymers.
As the doping level increases and as the percolation transition takes place the conducting single chains become crystallization centers for the formation of the massive metal-like
clusters. This process is accompanied by the increase of the
electron-phonon interaction, crystalline order, and interchain
coupling. The latter factor plays an important role in the
stabilizing of the metallic state, when both 1D electron localization and ‘‘Peierls instability’’ are avoided. Besides,
charge transfer is modulated by the macromolecular librations in PANI-ES, the chains of which are strongly coupled
and form metal-like clusters with three dimensionally delocalized conducting electrons. This is in agreement with the
metal-like ‘‘bundles’’ concept, but contradicts the existence
of solitary conducting chains in PANI-ES.
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